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### Changes to Functionality and Configuration

#### Exiting with a lesser or alternate award

The process overview for students wishing to exit from their current enrolled course with a lesser or alternate award has been approved and will shortly be available on the Student Administration Intranet under SMS-Assessments and Scholarships Resources.

There are 3 scenarios covered in the document:

1. Students needing to complete additional study in the lesser /alternate course (treated as a transfer and students must complete full administrative enrolment in the alternate course)
2. Students exiting (only) from a lesser /alternate course with a structure
3. Students exiting (only) from a lesser /alternate course with no structure

This process overview document should ensure that the enrolment process flows correctly into completion, award and transcript processes. Step-by-step help documentation is available in ISIS Help Window under their relevant sections (admission, enrolment, advanced standing, etc.).

### Majors & Specialisations in the Study Plan Structure are now printing on the Transcript

Changes have been made to the Academic Transcript that allow majors included in the Study Plan structure to print on the transcript for completed students.

This means that information on majors and specialisations will be printed on the transcript as follows:

- Where there is information on majors or specialisations in the Award screen user fields, this information will print on the transcript.
- Where there is no information in the Award screen user fields, but there are majors and specialisations in
The titles of fields have been corrected for clarity and consistency. The header for courses now displays the Short Title, not the Abbreviated Title.

Result Return Report
The summary sheet has been corrected to display the correct tally of subjects. The report is faster now.

Student Grades Report
The titles of fields have been corrected for clarity and consistency.

Commonwealth Assessment Notice (CAN)
The report now excludes students who have already received a remission for the subject. The header is clarified when the Census To/From dates are the same.

Did You Know About?

New Search box on ISIS website
There is a new ‘Search the ISIS Website’ search box on the ISIS website home page:
http://www.isis.unimelb.edu.au/
This change, along with changes recently made to the ISIS Resources section, will make it easier for us all to find what we are looking for on this site.
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